List of Possible Data Resources/Tools for Graduate Coordinators

Graduate School Resources

1. GWIS, GWIS Lite, GS Query Tools
   a. GWIS Lite is similar to GWIS without the ability to update/modify data
   b. Raw data on applicants; ability to export to Excel
   c. Grouped by Term and Program (and by GRS groups for GWIS and GWIS Lite)
   d. Information and Authorization for GWIS and GS Query Tools:
      http://www.grad.wisc.edu/admin/gradcoordinators/managinginfo.html
   e. Program Coordinators authorize GWIS-Lite access: https://www.gradsch.wisc.edu/gwis/admin-lite.html
   f. Log-in site for GWIS: https://www.gradsch.wisc.edu/gwis
   g. Log-in site for GWIS Lite: https://my.gradsch.wisc.edu/gwis-lite
   h. Log-in site for GS Query: https://admiss.gradsch.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/query/index.pl

2. SARA (Student Academic Record Administration)
   a. Information and Authorization: http://www.grad.wisc.edu/admin/gradcoordinators/managinginfo.html
   b. Log-in site: https://www.gradsch.wisc.edu/portal/login.jsp

3. G-PAS (Graduate School Prospective Applicant System)
   a. Information and Authorization: http://www.grad.wisc.edu/admin/gradcoordinators/managinginfo.html
   b. Log-in site: https://my.gradsch.wisc.edu/g-pas

4. MAS (Major Areas of Study) Web Pages: http://www.grad.wisc.edu/education/mas/toc.html

5. GS Catalog: http://www.grad.wisc.edu/catalog/index.html

6. GS Program Directory: https://admiss.gradsch.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/ctos/mailsys/index.pl

7. Graduate Program Profiles: http://www.grad.wisc.edu/education/academicprograms/profiles.html

University Reporting and Statistics Sites

8. Query Library – Data Warehouse:
   -useful for looking up student and campus data in a report / spreadsheet form that you are able to filter / manipulate
   b. Log-in site: https://bi2.fastar.wisconsin.edu/workspace/index.jsp

9. ISIS
   -useful for looking up individual student's academic information
   a. Information and Authorization forms (go to New Users): http://www.isis.wisc.edu/
   b. Log-in site: https://portal.isis.wisc.edu:7022/user/signon.html

10. Registrar Enrollment Reports:
    -useful for looking at snapshots of overall campus data
    a. Here is general link with several choices including Interactive Reports at bottom:
       http://registrar.wisc.edu/enrollment_reports_and_student_statistics.htm
    b. Degrees by Diversity and Gender: http://registrar.wisc.edu/degrees_by_diversity_and_gender.htm
    c. Semester Enrollments by Diversity: http://registrar.wisc.edu/semester_enrollments_by_diversity.htm

11. Academic Planning and Analysis Reports
    -useful for looking at snapshots of overall campus data
    a. Data Digest Reports: http://www.bpa.wisc.edu/datadigest/
    c. Time to Degree: http://apa.wisc.edu/degrees_timetodeg.html

12. UW-Madison Facts: http://www.wisc.edu/about/facts/

Tools and Other Resources:


14. UW Qualtrics Survey Tool: http://survey.wisc.edu/

15. Registrar Listings of Degrees, Majors, Options, Certificate and Subjects AND Program Changes:
    http://registrar.wisc.edu/degrees_majors_and_options_certificates_and_subjects_listings.htm

16. UW-Madison's list of ranking-related press releases: http://www.news.wisc.edu/rankings


Please report any bad links to Kelly Haslam at haslam@grad.wisc.edu